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To Obtain employment in a challenging and fulfilling position, believe in working in
a fun and enjoyable work environment, To learn new things and to grow as a 
human being, To work productively and efficiently and make a difference in this 
world.

AUGUST 2013 – JUNE 2015
DOUGH MAKER - ABC CORPORATION

 Responsible for food preparation Monitored food supply usage by using proper 
measurements when preparing dough, sauces and other food items.

 Used consistency, durability, high levels of awareness, the ability to evolve and 
cope with what ever is happening, great work ethic.

 Cleaned the kitchen and and the dining area figure out how much dough 
needed to be made that day weigh out the ingredients put away the truck on 
truck .

 Performed different tasks dough maker, preps and back ups, cashier, dish, front 
line making pizzas and cleaned tables, talked to guests.

 Maintained product knowledge, knows the ingredients, presentation, price of all 
menu items and specials.

 Received payment for all transactions following prescribed methods and with 
prescribed standards for guest service.

 Followed all required procedures outlined in cash handling policy.

2009 – 2013
DOUGH MAKER - ABC CORPORATION

 Made, sized and shaped dough into many different verities of shapes.
 Restocked shipments when they came in while also still cleaning and reshaping 

to keep the area from getting crowded so coworkers and could keep our pace 
without walking around ingredients.

 After working there for over 9 months was giving a raise and a fulltime position.
 After the main person left was giving their job title with more responsibilities.
 Eventually learned how to also bake the bread so that way if the bakery was 

unable to make it in would pull a double shift and also bake the bread for the 
night.

 Anytime anyone called out including other dough makers or the bagger was 
called in to fill in for them after learning the exact way to do everything.

 Eventually the owner sold the business but was able to keep job because old 
boss recommended stay.
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EDUCATION

GED - 2004(Oneonta High school - Oneonta, NY)

SKILLS

Bilingual Spanish, Communication, Ap Student.
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